Abstract. In this paper we propose an approach to identify the spatial policy parameters (termed the implementation intensity reflecting planning controls on corresponding spatial constraint) associated with a predefined alternative plan, namely, a predefinedbinary urban form. During plan implementation, the alternative plan cannot be fully realized in some cases due to practical urban growth driven by both institutional forces and market incentives, which are comprehensive and complex. Few researchers have investigated spatial policies appropriate for an alternative plan. We aim to propose a novel approach incorporating constrained cellular automata and regionalized sensitivity analysis, a method for global sensitivity analysis to calculate the realization possibility and identify the spatial policy parameters for an alternative plan. This approach is first tested in a virtual space with four predefined urban forms and various point, line, and polygon spatial constraints, with both positive and negative impacts on urban growth. Finally, the approach is also tested in the Beijing Metropolitan Area to identify the required spatial policy parameters for four alternative plans with seven spatial constraints.
Introduction
In this paper we propose an approach for identifying the spatial policies associated with a into account. Most spatial constraints in constrained CA are environmental, geographical, A policy parameter is the implementation intensity of planning controls on the corresponding sets of policy parameters required for realizing an alternative plan. mean patch compactness, edge length, and fractal dimensions. The fractal dimensions is a the other hand, some researchers have investigated the impact of policy parameters on resulting
What If ?
Identifying the appropriate policy parameters for the alternative plan is necessary. 588 deviates from the alternative plan. Evaluations of planing implementation performance 2 in the BMA in section 5. In the last section we discuss the PPI method, and then make some concluding remarks.
Approach
the policy parameters of spatial constraints from an alternative plan. This approach is shown as follows:
where f is the simulation mechanism, namely, the transition rule in constrained CA, A is the spatial constraint, X is the policy parameter representing the implementation intensity of planning control on a spatial constraint, Fh F is A and X as inputs into the constrained CA, and X * is the 
where m constraint is negative, Pk
rather than a single constraint. Using a multicriteria evaluation approach, the weight of a
where X constraint, A is the spatial constraint, and g is the function for calculating the development speed. In addition, the positive and negative point and line constraints are given effect values using
for the positive and negative constraint and 1 outside the constraint.
using X X 
3.2
The virtual space has 400 100 m m 100 # aim to develop 150 cells in the future. Assuming we need 100 m 2 virtual space in the future.
growth simulation with single and multiple constraints. 
, a relatively steady value is achieved is sensitive when b b is greater than forms in the virtual space.
Two combined constraints and policy implications s x a x a a
t N t 1 1 2 2 = + + , where x1 and x2 a1 a2 simultaneously adjusted using the RSA approach for 500 times to allow the simulation results
The numerous parameter pairs demonstrate that the relevant spatial constraints required forms, we separately conduct an RSA for parameters x1 and x2 using the proposed x2 is more sensitive than x1 forms, x1 for form 3 and x2 for form 4 are the most sensitive parameters, which suggest that Figure 6 . space, when the x x 1 , y x 2 % 80 H l P P P P = 17.8%. A sensitivity analysis is also conducted for the alternative plans in the BMA using x1 is the most sensitive, whereas x3 corresponding policy implementation intensity in planning practice. Small variations in these sensitive conditions could lead to large changes in the to deviate from the alternative plan. Therefore, in planning practice, more attention should 6 Conclusions and discussion implications for decision makers to design appropriate development pathways for alternative space and in the BMA, respectively. The policy implications for planning practice can also as policy parameters. This is a new attempt using a CA application to identify how well the P In the future, we will use the alternative approach for GSA, instead of the RSA approach used here. This is to overcome
